AZAMGARH PUBLIC SCHOOL
KOTILA CHECKPOST, AZAMGARH, U.P.

HALF-YEARLY PRACTICAL EXAM (2019-20)
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
Attempt any two of the following four questions:
1. Write code for the following two outputs:
15
a. Specify following features:
i. Center aligned text
ii. Three horizontal rules which are 70% wide and has size value of 5
iii. Left rule with red color, right rule with green color and center with blue color

b. Specify following features:
i. Text with size 3 heading
ii. Apply CSS to define border and outline
iii. Border has 15px width and green color
iv. Outline is red in color, has 20px width and is dotted

2. Write code for the following two outputs:
15
a. Specify following features:
i. Bold and underlined text
ii. Nested list
iii. First list has decimal style, second has alphabetical and third has circular
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b. Specify the following features:
i. Has 1px border
ii. Has four rows and three columns
iii. Header is spanned into different columns
iv. There are cells spanning into different rows
v. Cells with rowspan have different vertical alignments

3. Write code for the following output with features mentioned as under:
15
a. Body has pink colored background
b. A centered logo named aps.jpg
c. A centered size 3 heading with underline
d. Lorem60 paragraph with following features
i. Justify alignment
ii. Blue colored
iii. Size 5
iv. Mistral face
e. “Contact Us” hyperlink with following features
i. Its visited link color should be green
ii. When clicked, it should redirect you to send an e-mail to “replytosheikh@gmail.com”
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4. Write code for the following output with features mentioned as under:
a. A centered logo named aps.jpg
b. A centered size 2 heading
c. A horizontal rule
d. Text
e. Textbox input
f. password input with placeholder
g. radio buttons input
h. combo-box with session values 2021-22 & 2020-21
i. checkbox input
j. button input
k. textarea with placeholder having random text
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